Insight into ligand diversity and novel biological roles for family 32 carbohydrate-binding modules.
Family 32 carbohydrate-binding modules (CBM32s) are found in a diverse group of microorganisms, including archea, eubacteria, and fungi. Significantly, many members of this family belong to plant and animal pathogens where they are likely to play a key role in enzyme toxin targeting and function. Indeed, ligand targets have been shown to range from insoluble plant cell wall polysaccharides to complex eukaryotic glycans. Besides a potential direct involvement in microbial pathogenesis, CBM32s also represent an important family for the study of CBM evolution due to the wide variety of complex protein architectures that they are associated with. This complexity ranges from independent lectin-like proteins through to large multimodular enzyme toxins where they can be present in multiple copies (multimodularity). Presented here is a rigorous analysis of the evolutionary relationships between available polypeptide sequences for family 32 CBMs within the carbohydrate active enzyme database. This approach is especially helpful for determining the roles of CBM32s that are present in multiple copies within an enzyme as each module tends to cluster into groups that are associated with distinct enzyme classes. For enzymes that contain multiple copies of CBM32s, however, there are differential clustering patterns as modules can either cluster together or in very distant sections of the tree. These data suggest that enzymes containing multiple copies possess complex mechanisms of ligand recognition. By applying this well-developed approach to the specific analysis of CBM relatedness, we have generated here a new platform for the prediction of CBM binding specificity and highlight significant new targets for biochemical and structural characterization.